PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET #01
Tarmac Reviver 5L
Tarmac Reviver is a blend of thick bitumen and filler that dries to a black, low sheen
finish.
Stained and weathered tarmac can spoil the appearance of your property, so spruce it up
with this easy-to-apply dressing.
+ Avoid costly resurfacing – refurbish instead
+ Cover up unsightly stains
+ Extend the life of your asphalt

Why

Important...

Cover up exterior stains and disguise the damage caused by
weathering on asphalt or tarmac drives, paths or anywhere else
by giving it the Tarmac Reviver treatment. Paint it on and you’ll be
amazed at how new your asphalt looks.
Tarmac Reviver is based on bitumen and over a period of years it will
very gradually weather down to grey as all asphalt does.

Tarmac Reviver is a surface dressing only and won’t repair or
strengthen a damaged surface. We only recommend its use on
bitumen surfaces, at least 3 months old, as it could soften any
surface containing coal tar.
If in doubt, test a small area and wait 24 hours to see if any softening
has occurred.

Prepare It

Store It

All you need to do is to ensure that the surface is clean, dry and free
from loose material. Scrape off any moss that might show through.
If the area is really mossy then you may need to pressure wash it
first.

The shelf life of Tarmac Reviver, if unopened, is one year.
Do not allow to freeze.

Apply It
Load up a roller with the mixture and you’re away. Don’t flood the
surface with the dressing as this will lead to a longer drying time
and the possibility of an uneven finish. This will also reduce the
coverage. Use a paint brush on the edges and, as with the roller,
don’t overload it. If you find the surface is pitted then make your own
mortar with Tarmac Reviver and dry sand. Firstly, prime the pits with
Tarmac Reviver and then trowel in the mortar you’ve made. Do not
apply at a surface temperature of less than 5°C.

Disposal and Safety information

Please see the Material Safety Data Sheet at
www.paintpeople.co.uk for safety information.

Availability
Tarmac Reviver is supplied in 5 litre containers.
Available from www.paintpeople.co.uk

You’ll need
9” Roller and Tray.

Cover It
Coverage is 5-10m2 per 5 litres depending upon the substrate.
You only need one coat under normal conditions.

Dry It
At temperatures between 5°C to 20°C the product will dry in
2-5 hours. Rain will increase the drying time, so we recommend
that you don’t let rain get on the surface for at least 30 minutes after
you’ve applied it.
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